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it was about three years after i left apple that apple was thinking about diversification. this is part of why apple is having trouble. it was a strategic mistake for steve to leave, but
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ive been with adobe for 30 years now, so ive seen a lot of changes over the years. a lot of change
can be very unsettling. youre never quite sure what youre going to be doing, how itll work and how

itll feel. so weve just been working on it, and it feels really good. and i think the new strategy with air
[the adobe integrated runtime cross-platform software application platform] is right on. cloud

computing is fine except if you are dealing with large stuff and with compute-intensive things like
graphics. air gives you an application that is on your desktop, but it has full access to the web and
full access to the file system which is actually the best of all possible worlds, in my opinion. at that
seybold conference, when the announcement was made between apple and microsoft, the seybold

people immediately changed the schedule to put a panel on the last day to discuss all of this. before
the panel began, the moderator got up and said, i want to take a straw vote. i want everyone to raise

their hand who thinks they would rather have apple and microsoft take over this segment of the
business. there were a few hands raised ive always believed they were microsoft and apple people

but, basically, no one voted against us. they all wanted adobe to continue to be their vendor.
although [former ceo] bruce [chizen] developed a lot of that relationship with [current ceo] shantanu
[narayen], [running a company] can feel pretty lonely. who do you talk to thats one thing john and i
have always tried to do for bruce and shantanu. we dont keep an office at adobe. i dont want to be

perceived as looking over their shoulders. [but] we make ourselves available anytime that they want
to sit down. we usually have breakfast once a month with shantanu to chat and see how things are

going. if he wants to call, well be there immediately. 5ec8ef588b
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